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WORLD COMMISSION ON ENVIRONMENT AND DEVELOPMENT

FOURTH MEETING WCED/85/27/Part I
Baa Paulo, Brazil
29 October - 4 November 1985

To: All Members of the Commission on
Environment and Development

From: Secretary General

Re: Final Report Official

A draft outline of the Commission's Final Report Official
FR(0) is enclosed for your consideration in Sao Paulo. It
has been prepared on the basis of wide collaboration
within the Secretariat and has gone through several
drafts.

The draft outline essentially is an expanded table of
contents which uses typography to distinguish the main
structure of the report. The numerous sub-headings are
intended to convey the substance of each Chapter and major
Part.

The outline has been typeset for ease of reading and
should be read and discussed on two levels: (1) the main
structure of the report, including the four major Parts
and the 12 Chapters and (2) the numerous sub-headings.

In addition to a Chairman's Preface and an Executive
Summary setting out the Commission's major conclusions and
recommendations, the outline is structured in Four major
Parts.

Part One - "Into the 21st Century" would set out
the major interrelated environment and
development trends with examples of where they
are heading and of how they may be influenced to
turn crisis into opportunity. It will
demonstrate the identity of environment and
development as part of an interdependent,
national, regional and global system; and it will
introduce the major cross-cutting themes of the
Commission including the need to integrate
environment with development in economic, trade
and sectoral policies, institutions. etc.; the
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need to ensure that future development is both
economically and environmentally sustainable;
equity, security, etc., themes which recur
throughout the report.

Part Two - "A Common Future" would set out what
the Commission believes can be achieved.
including, perhaps a limited number of essential
and realizable goals for the 21st century. It
would also open the discussion of international
co-operation, re-stating the imperatives for
strengthened co-operation in the light of current
and evolving trends - a theme that will recur
throughout the third Part laying the foundation
for the Commission's recommendations in the
fourth and final Part.

Part Three "A Framework for Action" would in a
series of chapters take up each of the critical
issues, restated perhaps in terms of a few
essential and realizable goals. In each case, as
will be seen from the outline, it would analyze
the major components of the issues, focus on
their interrelated policy sources and draw
conclusions concerning the directions in which
policies need to change to put development on an
environmentally and economically sustainable path.

Part Four "Managing the Planet" would contain the
principal actions recommended by the Commission
in several areas including technology, economic
relations and institutional change.

Given the Commission's agreed audience, the report should
be of a reasonable size, not more, it is felt, than 350
pages. It is difficult at this stage to be precise about
the proportions but it is felt that we should aim at the
following: Executive Summary - 20 pages; Part One: Into
the 21st Century - 80 pages; Part Two: A Common Future -
40 pages; Part Three: A Framework for Action - 150 pages;
and Part Four: Managing the Planet - 60 pages. To achieve
this, there will need to be a heavy use of charts and
graphs and "boxes" containing examples, success stories,
etc.

In developing the outline it was recognized that the
Commission's final report needs to be read by. and be
convincing to, those elements of our primary audience
(governments and policy makers) who do not yet appreciate,
or who are not yet convinced, of the relevance and
importance of the environment and development connection.
Considerable attention has therefore been paid to the
choice of words in order to avoid eliciting preconditioned
reflexes, but it is clear that much more needs to be done
in this regard.
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It is likely that the delay between putting the final
touches on the report and formally publishing it during
the early months of 1987 will have to be very short. It
would help greatly if the Commission would consider
setting an earlier deadline for chapters on which
agreement seems easiest to achieve - say, late 1986.
These chapters could be composed in advance (not printed)
but remain subject to minor corrections up to the last
minute. This would help to ensure that we meet publishing
deadlines, relations with other bodies, etc.

Action Required: Discussion & Decision

October 11, 1985
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Preface

Executive summary
and

Timetable for Atjn
Part One

Into the 21st century

CHAPTER I: Environment and Development: Crisis and
Opportunity2)

i key trends, their interrelatedness and persistence
unequal access to resources
challenge to carrying capacity
concentration of wealth and poverty
sustainability/non-sustainability
marginalization of people and countries
environment and conflict
international economic relations

origin and policy sources
the dominant issues

i changing crisis into opportunity

CHAPTER II: The Environment and Development Connection
the global system3'

the economic and ecological imperatives
the moral imperatives
the geo-political imperatives

growth, development and environment
interdependency as a dominant feature
food, water, energy, shelter, health, education, for x billions in y years
investment, employment, livelihoods
security
equity, fairness
planetary efficiency and effectiveness
environmental enhancement and sustainable development

technology, environment and development
a mutually supportive relationship

) This part may be issued separately as a booklet.
2) Throughout this and later discussions, the focus will be on a number of critical interrelationships.

Need more suitable nomenclature for this and other headings.



Part Two

A Common Future
CHAPTER III: What Can Be Achieved

expansive and sustainable development
restoring and improving the human condition
more from less
other essential and realizable goals for the 21st Century

CHAPTER IV: The Need for International Co-operation
the geo-politics of environment and development

the key issues: national, bilateral, regional, global
special issues of the commons
- the seas
- antartica
- outer space
reconciling area and power

experience to date
need for co-operation has grown stronger and now imperative in many
areas
institutional forms for co-operation and political capacity to implement
them grows steadily weaker, and now threatened with breakdown

breaking out of existing patterns
strengthening existing forms
strengthening emerging forms: people/industry; people/government;
intergovernmental; non-governmental

new forms of dispute settlements and enforcement
task sharing for effective management
the imperatives of multilateral co-operation



Part Three

A Framework for Action
From Tomorrow to Today (an introductory section)

backcasting from future to present
anticipation and prevention/reaction and cure
dealing with short-term accounting
dealing with increasing risk
dealing with uncertainty
etc.

CHAPTER V: Food Security, Agriculture, Forestry and Environment
the food security crisis

population/food needs
production/potential supply
distribution and access

international setting for. food security
biosphere/production/relationships
national, regional trade relationships
ecological and economic comparative advantage and trade

overall trends of crisis: potentials for the future
population
land/water/forests
energy/food production
genetic resources
chemicals/fertilizers/pesticides
foods of the future
marine and coastal resources
success stories

policy sources of change
economic and pricing policies
trade, aid and investment policies
planning and regulatory policies
industry policies
labour policies
science, technology and institutional building
international co-operation



CHAPTER VI: Energy and Sustainable Development
crisis or opportunity?

fossil fuels, environment and development
challenge before the industrialized countries
challenge before the developing countries

the current energy situation
the energy and environment connection
sectoral needs and possibilities

agriculture
domestic
industry
transport

toward higher energy productivity
the potentia' of renewable energy
the future of nuclear power
strategies and actions for change

indirect actions
self-reliant energy planning
increasing availability of woodfuels in DCs
increasing availability of oil
reducing environmental impacts
increasing energy productivity
making nuclear power acceptable

CHAPTER VII: Industry and Sustainable Development
the outlook

global trends: opportunities and constraints
- emerging technologies
- structural change: industry, economy and trade
- global industrial relocation
- emergence of MNCs
producing more to meet real human needs
- population growth/urbanization
- interlinkages with food, energy, water, transportation, land use,

policies, etc.
- choice and transfer of appropriate technologies
- alternative patterns of industrialization (closer linkages with rural

development)
requirements for change: industrial management

positive role of industry: a new paradigm
producing more from less
- recycling and reuse
- waste reduction
- choice of technologies and processes
choice of products and product design
longer-term planning and accounting (audit)
community and worker participation
information sharing and dissemination/training
industrial siting/impact assessment
company policy statement/codes of conduct



a policies to promote sustainable industrial development
fiscal, financial, taxation and procurement policies
regulatory and legislative (streamling and enforcement)
long-term goal setting
land use and urban planning
public's "right to know"

international co-operation
industry associations, MNCs, IGOs, NGOs
strengthening regional institutions
standards and conventions
guidelines and principles for trade in chemicals and hazardous products!
waste
international PPP
development assistance/trade and investment

CHAPTER VIII: Settlements of the Future4)

Part Four

Managing the Planet

CHAPTER IX: Changing the Mind Set
information
communications

a education

CHAPTER X: Technology: Changing Directions

CHAPTER XI: International Economic Relations
trade, investment, environment and development
international financial relations
development assistance, environment and development
financing environmental and development actions

CHAPTER xii:Institutional Change
legal scaffolding
decision support systems
global and regional institutions

Outline to be prepared after initial discussion in Sao Paulo.
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